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ABSTRACT 

Semiconductor manufacturing and supply chain processes are one of the most complex but can be 
considered at the same time also as one of the most rewarding processes in the world. In thousands of 
detailed unit chemical and physical processes in cleanrooms and under statistical process control chips on 
wafers emerge and are assembled and tested to components. The Modeling and Analysis of Semiconductor 
Manufacturing (MASM) conference embedded in the annual Winter Simulation Conference (WSC) was, 
is, and will be key to understand the optimization and simulation challenges in this domain.  
 
The operating curve management targeting a low variability value and thus enabling a low flow factor - 
thus speed - and high utilization - thus a good cost position - at the same time has been an early achievement. 
With discrete-event, agent based, and system dynamic simulations on the four levels (machine, fab, internal 
and external supply chain) solution options for complex interactions could be proposed based on 
sophisticated mathematical models running on simulation testbeds like the MIMAC models and their 
successors. Accurate planning and advanced scheduling, available to promise (ATP) generation and usage 
with traditional or artificial intelligence (AI) / deep learning (DL) methods requires a huge amount of real 
data or qualified synthetic data (QSD).  
 
The semantic web for semiconductor and supply chain containing semiconductors bears the potential to 
enable the provision of those urgently needed QSD in volume, (integrated) complexity and accuracy 
needed. Quantum bit (qubit) based algorithm could provide the speed for the next and over-next generation 
for optimization and simulation in our domain.          
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